
The poems in Kim Sousa’s Always a Relic Never a Reliquary draw from a wildly varied, 
continent-spanning, and consistently surprising lexicon. Political seriousness sits at the fore-
front of this work via (to name one of several threads) consistent anti-colonialist themes, yes, 
but there is also a clear synthesis of knowledge forms which fashions a singular, sensual poetic 
voice, with many poems grounded in inventive, visceral details of the tastes of foods, textures 
of skin and of touch, searing blood imageries, and much more. The results stick with you and 
demand re-reads. It is always a pleasure to spend time with poetry that is as embodied and risk-
taking as this collection’s.
—Kyle Carerro Lopez

The concept of the personal myth is introduced early in Kim Sousa’s debut poetry collection. 
Recognition of this mythology and the ability to tap into its ritual, its prayer, and its power is 
necessary for someone who attempts to harmonize entire worlds in their writing. This is what 
Sousa does, and it is no easy feat. None of the worlds presented in these poems are the same. 
Few of them move toward or offer or demand the same things. Some exist only as spiritual 
masses, some are painfully tangible and sharply demarcated. There is the world of origin. The 
world lost. The world crumbling under violence and prejudice. The world containing only 
possibility. Sousa bravely traverses all of these and serves as their medium, their appraiser, their 
interrogator, their storyteller.
—Gustavo Hernandez

Kim Sousa’s debut collection speaks on grief, prison abolition, and human migration. It is 
confessional poetry with teeth—teeth sharp enough to cut through the fabric of the Ameri-
can Dream and reveal some of the systematic horrors at its core. Like the poet, these poems 
“lean into rage” to help the reader confront the daily struggles that Black/Brown/immigrant 
people face in this country. Sousa’s poems serve not only as witness, but as statement that we 
will persevere.
—Nikolai Garcia



Always a Relic
Never a Reliquary 

Kim Sousa



for every difficult body
across every migration



In elegy

For the victims of State-sanctioned violence in detention facilities and at the hands of mili-
tarized police and CBP/ICE agents acting with impunity in cities across the U.S. For the 
indigenous people, activists and land stewards murdered by agents of Industry and State. 
For the Black Lives Matter activists in the U.S. who have been disappeared by the federal 
government in its ongoing derailment of Black liberation. For those lost to the carceral 
state. May we go on saying every name. No justice, no peace. Abolition now. 
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Here, again, grief fashioned in its cruelest translation:
my imagined you is all I have left of you.

from John Freeman’s “Saudade”
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FLOOD WA R N I NG

It’s always raining.
Sometimes, there’s a comfort in this. Some personal myth
I draw from—that I was born in a thunderstorm. 
That I was born at all.
This, some prayer card or candle.
Some small miracle I’ve already tapped.
My late period is here—even my body
has lost track of the days. 
We are so tired, my body and I.
And still, we don’t sleep. Shell and inside-shell.
Soft and once-was-soft. I am hardening with hunger.
I hold it in my hand like something saintly.
Part of rib. Piece of foreskin. Some proof
of life. I don’t walk barefoot, but I did for a time.
My father and I, more alike than he knows.
I would light a candle at the altar
of his barefoot childhood. What is the prayer
for immigrant fathers? Why does my own poverty cut
him so deeply? I bleed from my ribs, too.
My life is staring at the blood-less stone. 
I let the shower run over me on the floor of the tub. How to suture
self                                      to body?    What is the stitch?     How big the needle?
I navel gaze: too-hot water and skin red as hurt.
Once, the umbilical cord was everything I needed.
I was submerged and felt fine. Felt nothing at all.
Water-barrier.     Water-womb.     Link to the spirit world.
What whispers did I swallow there?
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R ELIQUA RY

When I say house, 
I mean apartment. One bedroom. Low rent. 

When I say reliquary, I mean paper nest.

Strands of hair and feathers and soft
plant stuff woven together by beak

and talon. Spit-shined by wasps. 

My home hums. Sometimes, the threat
of swarm. But we are not wasps. Bumbling

mosquito hawks, maybe. Circling each other.

Not mosquito, not mosquito eater. 
You have been misclassified. 

My person not to possess. 

Here, in this almost-house, you hum 
loud as the crucifix, gold and bone. 

Loud as the pearl-handle switchblade. 

The mods on the rifle. 
Inside, we wear no difference. 

Though there are hornets under your skin.
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I F T H E N EIGH BOR S SEEM FR I EN DLY IT’S 
ON LY BECAUSE T H EY A SSU M E W E A R E  
T H E SA M E

I move as one of them—with white
-skinned ease. Though I never learned to split 

the difference between optimism and terrorism 
enough for their fake flowers, their new year,

their allegiance to the flag. I walk on with my dogs.
They smell their same smells, kick up

more leaves, shit along invisible magnetic fields.
My compasses. I’m reaching for joy,

but can only land on proof of life: the cold sting
in my lungs, the still-up Christmas lights

—the dancing icicles most insistent of all. A sign
on the Brentwood Christian Church says,

WE ARE A BIBLE-BASED CHURCH. 
I take this to mean interpreted literally—with none of the dark

and buried apocrypha. No promise of rest in desolation.
I want to keep walking past the library, 

its more secular letterbox, but it’s getting too windy. 
The dogs have tired of kicking up leaves. 

We’ll have to turn back. Through the slot-and-dial
parking meters lining our way like optometrist’s tests.

Here, everything is anachronism.
The open-air racism most of all—or not. There is no whole
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without its part. I’m talking about this country, again.
Still, we walk towards some approximation

of home, to be shut in with the depression
of dirty dishes and The Reaper, her cloak a basement

-damp quilt of headlines. Complicit,
I put one joyless foot in front of the other.

I, vaccine-scarred South American, move
through this most “American” neighborhood,

crossing its redlined border
back to where I belong: into blight.  
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T H ER E IS ON LY GR I EF 

shaped into another. The bath I draw
just to leave there, full. Surface unbroken.
The chickens outside screaming. 
Nest-bound and raging 
for the eggs that won’t hatch. 
My love on a bus. 
Six men lynched. 
My love says, It’s the pigs. 
You can’t tell me it’s not the pigs. 
And I won’t. When I say, I cannot
tell a lie, I mean, I’m rejecting white supremacy. 
I mean it the way Arlo Guthrie said it—
even after his grandfather lynched 
a mother and son. I cannot tell a lie. 
There has never been an unsolved murder. 
Maybe there was the impulse 
to tell you what my love rides towards, 
but it isn’t mine to tell. Instead, 
I kiss the flag he flies and burn the others.
Rub his body with a single egg 
I crack into salted water and flush quickly. 
Burning bay leaf love. 
Boiled onion skin and white petal love. 
I thought the egg would be black. 
Too afraid to turn a smooth shell 
against my own skin, I mop myself out
of the room. Floors Fabuloso slick
and shining my imposter face back at me. 
My love says the sun can’t burn us, 
says our curls grow towards God.
I cannot tell a lie: passing
is a useless distinction. Here I am. 
Even my father calls me branca—
though we do not speak. 
His father broke the bottle
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against my father’s back
for the miscegenation.
My mother’s family violence
didn’t shine with blood and lamplight.
No, the whites disown quiet as a checkbook
balancing, an inheritance reaching back
into the pale. What is beyond this? 
Not whiteness. But whiteness still.
I cannot tell a lie.
Look into my terrible face and know. 
If you are what your father is, 
my father said I couldn’t be his.
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POEM FOR M Y I M M IGR A N T FAT H ER W HO 
H A S NOW L EFT A N D W I LL NOT COM E BACK

My mother and father are eating THE BEST FEIJÃO TROPEIRO!
at the small corner restaurant down the street from my grandmother’s
—my VoVό’s. I think of this boteco often.
Its cold-sweat Antarctica beers by the 600 ML bottle.
Its smoky skewered cheese cubes. And THE BEST! feijão tropeiro:
the black beans and fatty pork and collard green ribbons
and ground yucca root of my childhood.
Sometimes, I spoon the farinha into my mouth
from its jar in my Pittsburgh pantry—just to hold it there.
Dry, like the red dirt roads I walked barefoot.
I should be writing this poem in Portuguese,
but I never learned to. I am only literate across one hemisphere of this body.
My father says I was his impossible child: white-skinned,
blonde-haired, blue-eyed against mango trees, avocado trees,
trees I don’t know the name of in English.
Trees that reach beyond translation.
Thicker canopies. Greener than. They planted one the day I was born:
difficult birth, small almost-tree, promise of some fruit.
Once, an avocado bigger than my child-heart fell
on our farm cat, and we didn’t see her for days. Still, she turned up
—a little changed. Crooked where she wasn’t before.
I remember the tamarindo tree at the end of our property,
the shotgun my father taught me to shoot at nothing in particular.
Towards the banana trees, maybe. To scare off thieves.
I loosened my grip on fearlessness in the United States. 
Here, white is the color of fear. The color of all things.
I was sent to the principal’s office constantly when we first immigrated. 
Placed in ESL Kindergarten because no one understood
how easily I swallowed language, its mango peel slipperiness.
No one in Texas distinguished Portuguese from Spanish—Other is Other.
Five years old, white-brown and still unafraid.
How quickly you learn that to behave is to forget.
Still, I peeled the tamarind pods at the Mexican market hungrily,
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stuffed them in my mouth with sticky fists, spat
the seeds onto tile floors under fluorescent bulbs. We grew nothing here.
Patchy strawberries in our rented backyard. Peppers, maybe.
Forgetting comes easily, now.
I remember my father’s sweat, the way he could make anything work.
Sitting on the red roof tiles with him in Goiânia,
holding ladders in place for him in Austin.
I still dream in two tongues, but the dreams come less frequently.
My Portuguese is the clay oven my father stokes
in his new home in Pirenópolis: it burns slowly, warms some inner water.
He and my mother now live on The River of Souls.
Their neighbors bring horses by, help them press sugar cane 
into caldo de cana on some oxidized old crank,
ask them to sign petitions; they write their way into their new lives
as water stewards. They will need to dig wells, buy milk cows,
carve out a cellar for the wine and cured meats they mean to make.
My father calls it a cave, has already found a place
with dirt that’s just right in a way I don’t wholly understand.
He tells me about the monkeys that steal their breakfast breads
from the kitchen, how he hasn’t slept so well in as long as he can remember.
I know what he means—not since he left.
My mother tells me about the stars, how she’ll need to find a map
of the Southern Hemisphere sky. She sends me pictures of the orchids
and staghorn ferns that grow unfussily from the trees.
The banded snakes that curl around their fence posts.
She has already bought cheese cloths, large clay pots and wooden spoons,
butcher’s twine for making cheeses. Hung strings of peppers in the kitchen.
They will be poor, my father says. But his happiness betrays him.
Soon, we will have Catholic churches with no saints—
imagine that, he says. There is no more dream of America.
I tell my father I still light candles, though not in any church,
tell my mother to look for Crux, the Southern Cross:
a bird snare, a swarm of angry bees. A constellation small enough
to fit inside some inner jar, fill with tallow and dip into with a wick.
A candle you can carry across the wrong side of the equator.
A holy ghost.
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WATCHI NG “LON E STA R L AW ” DU R I NG 
T H E GOV ER NM EN T SHU T DOW N OV ER 
T H E BOR DER WA LL

Carmen pulls illegal “gill nets” from the Rio Grande, slices

        them halfway across the water.
 

                  Let Mexico have their stuck and bloodied fish.

Texas will keep its ruined half-net and absurd borders,    undone
 

by the river boat’s motor, the struggling        carpfish and bluegills,

                                                               Carmen’s blade.  

A border is only a catch-all. A bloody net.
 

A faceless man across the water pulling you

towards               the opposite shore—                even as you tear  
     
reeds from the bank for an anchor.

        Your fingernails left in the mud like rosary beads.

Open your throat to the water:            limitless,         sweet

and brown. 
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A N I M A L S 

To make a life, my father slept in hammocks in the park. For work, he cut 
hunks of meat from a hanging carcass down to size. Always smaller, more precise. 

Point to any part of the animal and my father can tell you its purpose. Its taste. 
I remember boiling whole chickens, how feathers pull freely from still-hot flesh.  

How to lay hunger bare: first, wring or slit a neck. Hold the pig’s hind legs while
your father castrates the thing. When it grows to size, marvel at how clean a belly opens.   

Later, we make soap from its warm wet squeals. We save its feet for the beans. 
Its skin crackles in its own amber fat—still my favorite snack.   

My hands haven’t known animal blood on this side of the equator.  
For this, I need to apologize. I hear it in my father’s Texas backyard as the rooster 

begins to crow into its sex. There is a stew pot waiting for its flesh. After a while, 
we will break open its bones for their marrow. I will use my own capable hands.

Hands with my father’s knotted knuckles. Our bones the same under my shame-white 
skin. After a while, we will be full of animal. Its surprise cries for the sun.   

We won’t speak. There is a use and understanding in this.
There is thanks. A final sacrifice—less bloody than we expected, but bloody, still.  
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M Y FAT H ER K NOWS W H AT WOR K IS

Punching the clock at 5 AM, sure as he used to wake na chácara
to Dindinha roasting beans from green to black on the open fire—
What practical magic always had the coffee ready with the sun?
Only here, dentro dos estados unidos, we are being ground
between two stones. Pressed
for everything we have—and don’t.
My father says he used to be the color of coffee. 
His metaphor. Though, I’ve seen it.
Can there be an origin story for us? 
I never ask through my violence of phenotypes.
White people have taken this from us, too: 
tribalism. A red hat word. One that waits
to round us up at our work sites. For work or internment, both. 
Our bodies, our bones. They would spill
every seed we carry.

I easily pick my father out in old futebol photos;
I remember the games.

My sister and I—his impossible gringa daughters—
with our baseball caps pulled tightly against the pigeon shit.

That’s what I remember. The pigeons.
In the rafters like a coming storm: purple-black and loud.

The beer-peanut-pigeon smell. Not my father on the field, driving
forward towards the goalie, wearing out his knees for country,

pushing his barefoot hunger behind him, always.
My father! So casual about playing professionally.

Throwing us on the back of the dirt bike as we screamed for him
to send us flying over the quebra-molas, past the requisite traffic stops

and police taking bribes, always mais rapido, mais alto to that grass field.
No dirt to kick up into his eyes, finally. 

No patched and deflating ball.

If I learned what work is, it wasn’t in the threadbare blanket
my mother saved from the flight that brought us here—
or in the wings the attendant stuck through me.
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Not in my father sweating in restaurant kitchens, learning the word for knife.
Not assembling boxes at the meat packing plant on summer days,
holding his hand in the break room with its magic soda machine: what plenty!
No, work is sweaty and sucking ice chips, listening to his easy Spanish
with the others: three languages sprouting on my father’s tongue 
when the boss could only speak one. Pendejo / Porra!
What delight: to earn the worker’s swears and contempt and calloused hands.
To eat the pickup truck oranges Dad sliced in the parking lot,
to watch the swipe of his knife against workpants 
before he sprinkled each half with salt.
To stain my face and swallow each seed in secret. 
In prayer.

For just one seed to sprout:

Little Alien

Foreign Body

Migrant Thing
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GEM I N I BA BY

I look for a dark line rising up from my pelvis to my breasts, 
for any sign of you holier than the swelling. Not the weight of you, it isn’t enough. 
It’s the end of the worst for us, Gemini Baby. 
We’re coming up on 12 weeks—that long exhale. 
Soon, an ultrasound will confirm the due date. 
But I am impatient. Has this been too easy? Hardly any sickness 
and no blood—not even to mark your arrival. 
You are now a lime. Almost plum. Tail-less, you shed the webs 
between your fingers and toes. You breathe! 
You are still see-through. Glass Lime Baby, we wonder 
if there might be two of you. Tart-sweet citrus baby/ies, are there two heads? 
You are a Gemini. We hope for two. 
I want my dreams to tell me, but I can only dream of the end of the world. 
Black Gemini Baby/ies, it is a broken window world. 
I step on its glass again and again in my sleep. 
You are growing your genitalia. I’m sorry. Baby They. 
Know that, for me, it doesn’t make you. I won’t let it unmake you. 
I don’t want to know. 
Gender Neutral Baby, what is there to reveal? 
We still hold you close to our chests. Not quite a bluff baby, 
it has been an easy first trimester. You grow sweet as the sugar cane 
I will teach you to gnaw at the root. 
But it has not been easy around us, our one body. 
One man takes a knee for you, the rest would hang you. 
There have been 307 mass shootings in the 311 days of this year. 
How can I explain this, Mass shooting? 
How can I keep the white men from you? 
Bilingual Black Baby. Is that duality already enough, Gemini? 
Immigrant mother, father on parole. All you will know is impossible love. 
I will invoke the ancestors, call upon the healer-women 
as I lower myself into the tub. A water birth to open the channel. 
I pray a salt-rub rosary for my Great-Grandmother to visit us. 
To guide the midwives’ hands. She had a tonic for everything. 
I rub a poultice across my belly. Against stretch marks and early birth. 
Against whiteness, against racism’s outstretched hands 
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waiting to catch you as I squat with the doula. 
I am not blasphemous enough to hope for an easy birth. 
There is already so much caught in my throat, and none of it feels like knowledge. 
I want to call you Abelito, son of Mother Eve, first witch. 
First woman to throw her man away. 
How will we tend this garden, Gemini Baby? 
It is a garden, still, even as we find bullets with our trowels. 
We will unearth and lift high the skulls of our people. 
Mine, a caravan moving like a dream in the desert. Blooming
from spilled canteens. Your father’s: Black boys and men
with their hands up, their backs turned, falling to the ground.
But I will teach you the resurrection spell. 
It’s simpler than it seems: we say their names. 
We unbury, bless and till the earth. We whisper in thanks to any green thing. 
We must live here, Gemini Baby.
We must ground our feet in this soil, stained
as it is with our blood. We wear it in defiance, for protection. 
You will come with spring. 
You will be like a spring. 




